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there is a website dedicated to baikal films. it is a reminder of a company that existed from
the late 1980s to the mid 1990s in canada. it was a film distributor, which in the mid 1990s

moved to the czech republic. > azov baikal films karate boys 10 14yo however, in november
2006, a new group formed and began to produce its own content. in addition, the new group

uses the azov label with free-of-charge permission from way and the other filmmakers. so
far, the new group consists of 12 members, most of whom are still teenagers, in the age
range of 14 to 18. now, five years after its formation, the group has grown to around 50
members and is the main source of new material. most of the films are created in the

company's office in quebec, canada, while others are still made in the village of baikal near
enerhodar in russia, the location of way's first productions. many of the films are still made
by the same people as in way's days: way and his partners (vladik, cyril, arsen, and roman),
who are still teenagers, but who are starting to grow up. the group is now producing its own
content and has taken over the old company. it has plans for the future. it currently consists

of around 50 members, most of them still teenagers, in the age range of 14 to 18. the
company's purpose is to create naturist/nudist films and to show them on the internet. its

name will change. it will be called "azov films" or "azov". only free films will be shown on its
site. the main purposes of the films are to show adolescents' reactions to naturism, to

encourage them to practice naturism, and to offer new naturist experiences. other topics
covered include naturist documentaries, how to find naturist places, and how to practice

naturism.
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on that long winter evenings, when nothing can be done but stare out into the cold cruel
world, the warmth of the sauna is a welcome respite. a show is held in which each boy

displays his personal talents. sometimes it's eating, sometimes it's doing a snake,
sometimes it's dancing. but regardless of the skill, the audience is always enraptured. within

this show, each performer displays his personality, and within the moments, his complete
identity is revealed. but the key to these young toughs is not their intelligence or physical

abilities. it's their sincere self-confidence that fuels their desire to be a hit. it's their spirit of
fun that makes the audience laugh and cry. in this way, we recognize the beauty of pure
youth and the dangers of making the world go round. what began as an opportunity for
enjoyment, and a chance to practice one's skills, is soon transformed into an exciting

contest. with the utmost control, these young boys display flawless techniques as they fight.
from the way they assume the kata, to the smooth nature of their strikes, you feel as if you
are the eye of the camera. at first, they are all competing against each other. but soon, one
finds himself alone with the other. this has the greatest effect of all. there are no rules, no
limits. the tattered and worn effect of the worn-out gym equipment becomes a hazy dream
to the observer. the movements of these bodies as they dance, twist and turn in the air to
perform their moves, now appear fluid, graceful, and above all, beautiful. the eyes of the

viewer, whether they are watching in person or watching on screen, are captivated by this
art form which touches the heart. 5ec8ef588b
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